
Conflict Resolution Worksheet

Date:

Participant/s:

Write your thoughts, feelings, 
and opinions about the issue.


Write what you think the other 
person's thoughts, feelings, and 

opinions are about the issue.


Brainstorm several possible 
solutions to the conflict or issue.


Choose the best solution that you 
think would be most effective in 
resolving the conflict or issue.


Issue

Write a brief description of the 

conflict or issue you want to 
resolve.


My Perspective Other Person's Perspective
 Possible Solutions

 Best Solution
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	Text6: March 7, 2023
	Text7: Toni Velasco
	12: My co-worker and I do not have enough communication
	434: I feel like we don't communicate enough and it's causing misunderstandings.
	edsdf: My co-worker may feel like they are communicating enough, but I'm not understanding their perspective.
	fed: Schedule regular check-ins, communicate more clearly and ask for clarification when needed, use a communication app to stay connected.
	fvdcvds: Schedule weekly meetings to discuss ongoing projects and any issues that come up. Use a communication app to share important updates and check-in regularly.
	fvdeffe: I feel disrespected and undervalued when my co-worker interrupts me during meetings. It also makes it difficult for me to share my ideas.
	vcbdf: I feel frustrated that my partner isn't willing to compromise and consider my ideas for our vacation.
	ghjgfjht: I feel stressed and frustrated that my team is behind schedule and may not be able to meet the deadline.
	ng: I feel worried that my child isn't getting the education they need and frustrated that they won't do their homework.
	gngjht: My co-worker may interrupt because they have a lot of ideas they want to share and feel like they need to speak up to be heard.
	jhtyurt: My partner may have different ideas about what they want from a vacation, and they may feel like their ideas are being dismissed.
	bgvcnbdc: My team may be struggling with a lack of resources or unclear instructions, which could be impacting their ability to meet the deadline.
	dxfs: My child may feel overwhelmed or uninterested in their homework and need help breaking down the tasks.
	vbbn: Set ground rules for meetings, take turns speaking, or have a designated person lead the meetings.
	bn gn: Take turns choosing the destination, find a new location that both parties are interested in, or compromise and split the vacation time between different locations.
	zxccx: Reallocate resources, clarify instructions, or adjust the deadline.
	vfcb: Create a homework schedule, offer rewards for completing homework, or provide assistance with the homework.
	gnbhv: Establishing ground rules for meetings and giving everyone a chance to speak without interruption.
	nbnbv: Compromising and splitting the vacation time between different locations.
	gbvc: Clarifying instructions and adjusting the deadline to ensure that the team has enough time to complete the project successfully.
	fvgxdffwe: Providing assistance with the homework to help break down the tasks and alleviate any feelings of being overwhelmed.


	rferw: My co-worker always interrupts me during meetings.
	rewr3w: My partner and I can't agree on where to go on vacation.
	vbnvn: My team is struggling to meet a deadline.
	vcbnfcn: My child refuses to do their homework.


